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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with periodic words of the form ωΟk over an alphabet A of cardinality
m, where we is ﬁxed and contains p S m different letters (19 is also ﬁxed). Let kn be
a sequence of positive integers. It is shown that if lim supnaoopkn /lnn < l/lnm
then almost all words of length n over A contain the factor ωξ" as n —> 00, but
if lim supnaoopkn/lnn > l/lnm then this property is not longer true. Also, if
lim 1πίπ….ω pkn /1n n > 1 / 1n m then almost all words of length n over A do not contain
the factor ωξ" .
Moreover, if there exists 11Π….+ω(1ππ —— Με" ln m):δ E Κ, then the proportion of
words of length n containing the factor "Lug" approaches 1 — exp(—(1 — 1 /mp) exp(6))
asn—>oo.
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1. Notation and Preliminary Results

We consider a ﬁnite alphabet A of cardinality IA] = m. A factor of a word υ E A* is
a word u E A* for which there exist 19, q E A* such that u:puq [3]. A factor u of a
Word υ can occur in υ in different positions, each of those being uniquely determined
by the length of the preﬁx of "υ preceding u. For example, abc occurs in abcababc in
positions Ο and 5. The ﬁrst occurrence of u in υ is that occurrence having minimum
position. If α:& E A* is a ﬁxed word of length |α|:& 2 1 having all letters equal
to a, let L(n) denote the number of words 11) E A* such that |…] = n and to does not
contain the factor α. We recall the following results from [8, 9]:

Lemma 1 [8] Numbers L(n) satisfy the following recurrence relation:

L(n + I) = mL(n)

—

(m — 1)L(n —- k)

(1)

every n 2 k and L(p) = mp for 0 g p Ξ k — 1 and L(k) == mk — 1. Moreover,
the number of words w E A* such that |ω|:n and 11) does not contain a ﬁred factor
D
β:& . . . &; # οι of length k over A is less than or equal to L(n).
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